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Side by Side Beneath the Southern Cross We Strive and Achieve

Bullsbrook, once a semirural town 20 minutes north of the Swan Valley, is
a popular destination for new home buyers because of the expansion of
urban areas up through the north east corridor. Our crest and banner links
back to the beginning of our school in the 1950s in what was the small
town of Bullsbrook. Our mantra, 'Side by side, beneath the Southern Cross,
we strive and achieve' is informed by that crest and banner.
We are a school that provides education from Kindergarten to Year 12 and
we enjoy the challenges and rewards this brings. Our staff and students
benefit from the resources and connections that having primary and
secondary children, families, and educators on one site brings to the
community.

“

Educating Your Children
from Kindergarten to
Year 12

“

Our School Context

We want our children to be confident, proud and contributing citizens who
work with their teachers, families and each other to give their best, in
order to become their best.
Building confidence and resilience in our students is part of our
commitment to managing their diverse needs and enabling them to
achieve their best in a safe and supportive environment.
As a school, we are committed to the principles of creating and sustaining
a professional learning community (PLC). Collaborative practice between
classrooms, staff and schools is highly visible as a key element of the
culture of Bullsbrook College
School leaders regularly work with staff to review data in order to
strengthen the quality of decisions made at classroom, team and school
wide level.
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Our Values
Bullsbrook College promotes positive behaviour
through the Positive Behaviour Support (PBS)
program. PBS is a whole-school initiative in which
behaviour expectations are defined, and those
behaviours are taught and encouraged. A PBS team
was established and this team works to increase
engagement and improve behaviour through ongoing
monitoring.
SOAR (SAFE – ORGANISED – ACTIVE LEARNING –
RELATIONSHIPS)
was implemented as part of this program to promote
our school values.
This acronym is well known by both staff and students
and is prominently displayed throughout the school
and reinforced in all classrooms. The PBS Team has
strengthened in 2021, with processes such as the
SOAR token system and SOAR Shop firmly embedded
as a positive reward system. Strategies to reduce
unproductive behaviour have also been implemented
and data is tracked regularly.
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Our Staff

No

FTE

AB’l

Administration Staff
All teaching staff meet the professional requirements to teach in Western
Australian public schools and can be found on the public register of teachers
of the Teachers Registration Board of Western Australia.

Principals

1

1.0

0

Associate / Deputy / Vice Principals

2

2.0

0

Program Coordinators

7

7.0

0

Our primary teachers work in supportive and vibrant teams who know and
care for every single child. Each campus benefits from the knowledge and
resources of their colleagues throughout the school.

Total Administration Staff

10

10.0

0

Level 3 Teachers

1

1.0

0

Other Teaching Staff

58

50.4

0

Total Teaching Staff

59

51.5

0

Clerical / Administrative

12

9.4

0

Gardening / Maintenance

1

1.0

0

Other Non-Teaching Staff

28

20.4

1

Total School Support Staff

41

30.8

1

TOTAL

110

92.2

1

Our senior students have subject specialists in our Australian Tertiary
Admission Rank (ATAR) and General subjects.
They are dedicated to building supportive and caring relationships with all
students and the school community

Teaching Staff

School Support Staff

BETTER TEACHING


BETTER LEARNING


BETTER ACHIEVEMENT FOR ALL
Bullsbrook College
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Student Numbers
School

Total

Full Time

903

Part Time

34

(17)

TOTAL

937

(920)

Primary

Kin

PPR

Y01

Y02

Y03

Y04

Y05

Y06

Total

Full Time

(17)

68

74

63

52

67

61

78

480

Part Time

34

Y07

Y08

Y09

Y10

Y11

Y12

88

75

83

75

67

52

Secondary
Full Time

Historical Trend

USE Total
440

2018

2019

2020

2021

Primary (Excluding Kin)

554

507

476

496

Lower Secondary

341

336

310

323

Upper Secondary

160

157

141

141

TOTAL

1055

1000

927

960
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We started the 2021 school year with a snap lockdown and bushfires and whilst 2021 was not the return to normality that many of us hoped for, we were
certainly grateful that life at Bullsbrook College was not impacted severely by the COVID-19 pandemic. With only a few minor disruptions, we were able to
continue on with our work and engage our students in another wonderful year of learning.
The Bullsbrook College School Annual Report 2021 is an integral part of the school’s reporting and accountability process which provides you with a snapshot of
how our school performed in 2021. This report was written using the input of staff who are responsible for specific aspects of our school’s operations. It is our
commitment to high standards and ongoing school improvement. In this Annual Report you will find a summary of our school’s achievements, programs and
activities over the past year including the progress we have made in implementing key strategies outlined in our Business Plan 2019 -2021 and the extent to which
we have achieved the performance targets set, I am delighted to share with you a snapshot of another successful school year.
We implement evidence-based whole school approaches and use a consistent framework of planning, writing and delivering lessons to maintain consistency of
best practice in teaching pedagogies. We continually self-reflect on student assessment data and other data sources to drive our planning for improvement.
I would like to acknowledge and thank the School Board, P & C and parents/carers for their ongoing support and valuable contribution to our school. I would
also like to acknowledge the professional and committed staff who work tirelessly to provide the best possible education for our students.
Together, with students as our primary focus, we have strived for and achieved many successes in 2021. We look forward to building on these with many more
in 2022 and beyond.
Angela Coghill
Principal
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From the Board Chair
Welcome to Bullsbrook College’s 2021 Annual Report.
Recovering from the uncertainty of COVID-19 that 2020 brought, the 2021
school year was largely unaffected by COVID-19 related interruptions, although
the knowledge we would be stepping into a pandemic as soon as border
restrictions were lifted meant there was a lot work by staff behind the scenes,
preparing to adapt to these impending changes.
Serving on a school board is a privileged opportunity, and it is our role to
provide community context when working with the principal to determine the
overall strategic directions of the school, monitor the school’s performance
and support the school to achieve its objectives. As a school board in 2021 we:
•
•
•
•
•

Signed the Statement of Expectations
Endorsed the school budget
Provided feedback on the ongoing Business Plan
Signed the 2021 Funding Agreement
Approved the Contributions and Charges for 2022

I would like to thank my fellow board members for their valuable contributions
– both in the time given to this voluntary role and the perspectives they bring
to the table. I would also like to acknowledge the dedication of all staff at
Bullsbrook College for ensuring our children have a nurturing environment in
which to learn.
Kyra Burns
Board Chair
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Develop and consolidate a high quality classroom pedagogy and practice
Students in the stable cohort for Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 will achieve equal to or higher than students in like schools across all NAPLAN.
We are on track to achieve this target with all cohorts in Numeracy, Reading and Writing with mean scores being at or close to like schools.

➢ Year 9 Numeracy performance has improved significantly from 2019 to
2021. Additionally, the Year 9 group performed at like schools for the
first time in two years. This can be attributed to a focus on backward
mapping of content and intensive intervention.
➢ Year 5 and 7 data have also shown slight improvement and have
maintained their performance comparable with like schools.
➢ Year 3 data shows a worrying downward trend although their
performance is still at like schools.

Planned Actions for 2022
Implement a whole school K -6 Mathematics program to ensure continuity
of concepts, skills and vocabulary. This will enable staff to focus upon the
whole school instructional model, whilst being assured of the quality of
content being delivered.

Bullsbrook College
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Curriculum and Teaching
➢ Year 5 Reading performance has improved significantly since 2019
assessments and has moved from below expected to expected and
inline when compared to like schools.
➢ Year 9 data shows a slight improvement also moving from below
expected to expected and closer to being at like schools.
➢ Year 3 data is flat and shows no significant improvement or
decline. Year group data is slightly below like schools.
➢ Year 7 Reading performance shows a concerning downward trend
and their data has gone from above like schools to below.

Planned Actions for 2022
Review of reading instruction, incorporating the multi-faceted skills
required for reading mastery. A focus of extending students above the
Australian mean is required.
A focus is required on progressing upper and lower end students.
Working with teachers to widen the application of skills in the
independent practice component of Explicit Direct Instruction.
.

Bullsbrook College
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Curriculum and Teaching
➢ Year 3 and 5 Writing performance have shown improvement over
the last two years with a stronger focus on teaching the skills for
writing rather than structure. Having the Brightpath measure has
been effective in teachers recognising the point of need. Their
data is slightly above like schools.
➢ Year 7 and 9 Writing performance shows a worrying decline
however their data remains comparable with like schools.

Planned Actions for 2022
Review the school scope and sequence for Writing and ensure fidelity of
implementation.
Review writing instruction with a focus on the structure of texts.
Implement Brightpath in Years 7 and 9.

Bullsbrook College
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Curriculum and Teaching
Eligible Year 12
Students

Percentage
Achieving WACE

2019

82

85%

2020

48

69%

2021

61

79%

In 2021 our WACE increased by 10%, but still remained 6% under our 85% target. Twelve students did not achieve WACE as they did not pass one or more
components of OLNA.

Planned Actions for 2022
OLNA intervention classes in addition to Foundation classes with targeted programs to support students to achieve the Western Australian Certificate of
Education (WACE) Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (OLNA) standard.

Bullsbrook College
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Curriculum and Teaching
Our Senior School cohort in 2021 continued our trend of having a large percentage of our students seeking the Vocational Education and Training and
General pathway to post school training and employment. A smaller group undertook ATAR as their preference for gaining University entry.

ATTAINMENT
Attainment Rate – ATAR >= 55 and/or Cert II or higher: count (%)
2016
2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
School (WACE eligible)
57 (93%) 44 (92%) 81 (99%) 57 (97%) 59 (98%) 59 (98%)
Like schools
76%
96%
95%
94%
95%
98%
Public schools
82%
96%
96%
96%
96%
98%

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (VET)
Level of highest qualification achieved (of VET enrolled students)
Diploma
Certificate IV
Certificate III
Certificate II
Certificate I

2 (3%)
10 (13%)
50 (64%)

1 (2%)
4 (6%)
42 (64%)

5 (5%)
6 (6%)
71 (70%)

1 (1%)
2 (3%)
51 (68%)

3 (4%)
6 (8%)
49 (64%)

5 (6%)
57 (69%)

Students with more than one qualification (% of VET enrolments)
3+ qualifications
4 (4%)
8 (11%)
6 (8%)
2 qualifications
29 (37%)
9 (14%)
20 (20%)
8 (11%)
11 (14%)

2 (2%)
14 (17%)

Vocational courses again performed strongly with 80% of VET students completing a Certificate II or higher. The school’s Attainment Rate, the proportion of
students achieving 55+ ATAR and/or completing Certificate II or higher, was 93%. This is higher than both like schools and WA Public Schools.

Bullsbrook College
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ATAR
Our ATAR offerings in 2021 were Biology, Earth & Environmental Science, English, Mathematics Essentials and
Psychology. Due to the small number of students seeking to study ATAR subjects, our offerings are based upon the
size of the cohort.
Universities continued their early offers in 2021 and all students studying ATAR achieved university entry through this
pathway.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT
One Year 12 student was awarded a Certificate of Merit in 2021. These are awarded to students who achieve, over
two consecutive years, 150 to 189 WACE points.

Planned Actions for 2022
Enhance pathways to Education, Training and Employment programs through the appointment of a school-based
Career Practitioner.
Develop a deep understanding of career development so that it is embedded and integrated into learning across the
school.
Implement individual pathway planning across Years 7-12.

Bullsbrook College
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Conditions of Learning
Create a positive learning environment to support student learning and engagement
In each year group attendance rates will equal or exceed the WA Public Schools’ average attendance rates for primary and secondary schools

Primary Attendance

Non-Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Total

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

2019

90.5%

91.9%

92.7%

88.4%

81.8%

79.5%

90.4%

91.1%

91.6%

2020

91.8%

92.3%

93.2%

84.2%

82.4%

77.6%

91.4%

91.5%

91.9%

2021

90.3%

91.5%

92.4%

87.6%

80.5%

76.8%

90.1%

90.4%

91%

Secondary Attendance

Non-Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Total

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

2019

86.9%

87.3%

88.8%

76.7%

69.6%

65.8%

86.5%

85.8%

86.8%

2020

87.8%

86.9%

89.2%

78.1%

74.2%

65.9%

87.4%

86.1%

87.3%

2021

84.1%

84.4%

86.5%

74.4%

69%

62.6%

83.7%

83.1%

84.4%

Attendance rates continued to be comparable for both Aboriginal and Non Aboriginal students and on par with like schools and WA Public Schools. We continue
our case management approach for students and families who require support. The school’s proactive approach focuses on building student and family resilience
while being responsive and providing support or intervention for students who are not attending. The importance of school attendance is communicated to and
recognised by families and school community members. Having a safe and caring environment plays an important part in student engagement and attendance.
We have a highly effective behaviour support program. Our Positive Behaviour Support approach is based on the belief that prosocial behaviours need to be
taught. This is seen in our policy document and embraced by all staff. We work with students to teach our identified prosocial behaviours to increase engagement
while defining clear consequences for negative or inappropriate behaviours.
Bullsbrook College
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Conditions of Learning
Create a positive learning environment to support student learning and engagement

Early Intervention for Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder
In 2021 we were delighted to work with School of Special Education Needs Disability to have Joanna Kenchington, Program Coordinator Student Services trained
as an Intern and to implement an Early Intervention (EI) for students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The program supports the individual needs of
students with ASD from Kindergarten to Year 3 who are at risk of disengagement, underachievement and/or significant difficulties with adaptive behaviour. The
programs target academic engagement and achievement, organisational skills, social cognition development, positive peer relationships and emotional selfregulation.
Whilst a highly challenging period was experienced and expected within the first 5 weeks of the program’s commencement, the fidelity of the program was
consistent and we soon experienced a rapid improvement in the student’s behaviour and engagement.
Specialist teachers and trained education assistants provide evidence-based programs in homeroom and additional support to staff who have students with ASD in
mainstream classrooms through coaching. Each student’s’ individual program is based on their unique profile and needs across all educational settings.
The EI has enhanced positive academic, social and emotional outcomes for students with ASD through:
➢ providing an innovative and effective model of service to support students with ASD within mainstream classroom;
➢ enhancing academic and non-academic outcomes;
➢ increasing attendance and retention rates for students with ASD, through a decline in suspension, positive intervention and highly motivating reinforcement;
➢ increasing curriculum access and engagement for students with ASD;
➢ empowering staff to have a greater investment in, and ownership of, the outcomes for students with ASD; and
➢ strengthening school knowledge around positive behaviour intervention and effective evidence-based practice for students with ASD.
As expected, each student has developed their skills, they have gradually spent more time successfully engaged in learning alongside their peers in mainstream
classes. The students have developed their adaptive behaviours and are able to participate with limited support within a mainstream classroom.

Planned Actions for 2022
Research, refine and implement student centred regulation strategies.
Continue to support teachers in the uptake of Classroom Management Strategies in their classrooms.
Continue to refine and consolidate the whole school Positive Behaviour Support (PBS).
Bullsbrook College
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Highlights
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Financial Statement
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021

Cash Revenue
Previous Year Closing Balance Brought Forward

$

Current Year Budgeted Revenue

$ 1,534,757.10

Actual Revenue Received

$ 1,615,416.59

Revenue Shortfall/Surplus

$

Revenue Collected as a % of Current Budget

196,457.57

(80,619.49)
105.3%

Total Funds Available

$ 1,811,874.16

Cash Expenditure
Current Year Budgeted Expenditure

$ 1,759,118.01

Actual Expenditure

$ 1,503,388.46

Expenditure Remaining

$

Cash Budget Variance

$

255,729.55
(27,862.91)

Variance as a % of Total Funds Available

-1.5%

Actual Expenditure as a % of Budgeted Expenditure

85.5%

Bullsbrook College
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Financial Statement
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021

Reconciled Bank Balances
Current Year as at 31/12/2021
Cheque Account

$

294,892.13

Investment Account(s)

$

709,080.73

Building and Other Fund(s)

$

-

Total

$

1,003,972.86

Bank Account Composition
General Fund

31%

Reserves

73%

Suspense/Tax

-5%

Bullsbrook College
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AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021
Equipment Replacement Reserves
Current Year
Total Asset Reserves (Incl General Reserves)

$

719,483.25

Total Resource Reserves

$

-

Total Building Fabric & Infrastructure Reserves

$

-

Total All Reserves

$

719,483.25

Current Year Reserve Transfer Funds Included
above

$

450,000.00

Budgeted Reserve Transfer Funds not Transferred

$

-

School Salary Allocation (SCFM)
31/12/2016
Salary Carry
Forward

Student Centred
Funding - Salary

School Transfers
& Dept Adj

Total Salary
Funds

YTD Spend

YTD Balance

% Spent

$450,790

$11,608,345

$(1,199,682)

$10,859,453

$10,278,742

$580,711

95%

Bullsbrook College

Forecast
Expenditure

$

-

Forecast
Variance

$580,711
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